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33. Implicit Functions on Locally Convex
Topological Linear Spaces

By Kiyoshi
(Comm. by Kinir KUNUL ..a., Feb. 12, 196)

Some results on implicit functions on bstre spaces hve been
obtained by R. G. Brtle, T. If. IIildebrandt, L. M. Grves, R.
Nevanlinn and G. Pulvirenti (for these bibliographies, see G. PuN
virenti 8). In this paper, we shall investigate the results obtained
by G. Pulvirenti 8 on locally convex topological linear spaces.

Let Ex, , nd be three locally convex topological linear
spaces. We suppose that these spaces are normble by a same topo-
logical semifield R (for the eoneep of topological semifields, see 1).
E(i= 1, 2, 8) are locally convex opologieal linear spaces with the xis
of R, so E are weakly normed spaces over the semifield . Le
G(z) be continuous linear mpping from to , i.e. there is
eonsan element o such that II G(z) I II z II. Then he greatest
lower bound of is elled the norm of G and is denoted by
Put I- {x II -o II a, L.- {y II Y- yo II b}, where o, Y0 are fixed
elements. Then the product I I is a subset of the product space
E E.. Therefore we have the following theorem on implicit func-
tions.

Theorem. Let F(x, y) be a continuous mapping from II
into E. Let E be sequential complete. If there are a continuous
linear mapping G(z) from E into E. with the inverse mapping
and a non-negative number less than 1, which satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions

1 II F(xo, yo)II < (1-)b

and
2 II Y’-Y" /G(F(x, y’)-F(x, y"))I[ << II Y’-Y" II

on I I, then there are a neighborhood U of Xo and a unique con-
tinuous mapping y(x) on U such that

F(x, y(x))--O.
Proof. Consider the continuous mapping

fa(x, y)--y+G(F(x, y))
defined on I I to I. By (2), we have
(3)
on I I, therefore fe(x, y) is a continuous mapping for every x of
I. By the condition (1) and the continuity of F, for all points of


